
 

Paxon School for Advanced Studies 
9th/10th Grade Summer 2018 Assignments 

 

English Language Arts 

Grade Level Book Title Author ISBN 
9th Grade Honors  The House on Mango 

Street 
Sandra Cisneros 0679734775 or 

9780679734772 

IB Prep 9th Edith Hamilton’s 
Mythology 

Edith Hamilton 9788187138754 or 

0446574759  

*10th Grade Honors 

(complete assignment 

as instructed in the 
attached document) 

Animal Farm George Orwell 0451526341 

*IB Prep 10th 

(complete assignment 

as instructed in the 

attached document) 

Slaughterhouse-Five 
  

Kurt Vonnegut 978-0812988529 

World Languages 

IB Prep Spanish 

1 

Complete starting package: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KKekBSDjE_BCRCa3JTnYIYpVZnQVzYAGzuyGMy-

serI/edit?usp=sharing  DUE: FIRST DAY OF CLASS, AUGUST 2018 

IB Prep Spanish 

2 

Book Title: Frida Kahlo by Kristy Placido. ISBN # 978-1-940408-36-1   

This book is available to buy only online. Click on this link to order 

https://fluencymatters.com/product/frida-kahlo-reader/.  If you have any problems buying the 

book, please let the school as soon as possible.  

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT:  Click here to see your options: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tWvl0Wwwrq3iqJfYrGu1znCWJrPW83zDK70I9rMnhUs/

edit?usp=sharing  DUE: FIRST DAY OF CLASS, AUGUST 2018 

Spanish 3 

Honors  

Complete the packet.  Click here to open: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nRX0AwaAJYLwFnj5KhHhgOPxy6ZJPIVmMO9x--

p_cNM/edit?usp=sharing DUE: FIRST DAY OF CLASS, AUGUST 2018 

Pre-AP French 

1/IB Prep French 
1 

Chers élèves:    
Click on the link below to view your highly recommended summer assignments.  Work out, get 
buff!!!  They are due the first week of class. 
https://duvalschoolsorg.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/0751-
2017/00001450/EZSjkQL1IvdAtjof9pIJpzgBwkWzK1pZTgQfmgM2jnceIQ 

Pre-AP French 

2/IB Prep French 

2 

Je suis ravie de vous revoir! 
Click on the link below to view your highly recommended summer assignments.  Work out, get 

buff!!!  They are due the first week of class. 
https://duvalschoolsorg.sharepoint.com/Sites/0751-
2017/00001450/Shared%20Documents/French%202%20%20Summer%20Assignments%20to%
20prepare%20for%202018.docx?d=w2942203a489843b996e269095ede41ec 

Pre-AP French 3 Je m’attends avec impatience qu’on se retrouve! 
Click on the link below to view your highly recommended summer assignments.  Work out, get 
buff!!!  They are due the first week of class. 
https://duvalschoolsorg.sharepoint.com/Sites/0751-
2017/00001450/Shared%20Documents/French%203%20%20Summer%20French%20Assignme
nts%20to%20prepare%20for%20the%202018.docx?d=w9bd3a05fddd0483586f3ae913f91027a 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KKekBSDjE_BCRCa3JTnYIYpVZnQVzYAGzuyGMy-serI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KKekBSDjE_BCRCa3JTnYIYpVZnQVzYAGzuyGMy-serI/edit?usp=sharing
https://fluencymatters.com/product/frida-kahlo-reader/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tWvl0Wwwrq3iqJfYrGu1znCWJrPW83zDK70I9rMnhUs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tWvl0Wwwrq3iqJfYrGu1znCWJrPW83zDK70I9rMnhUs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nRX0AwaAJYLwFnj5KhHhgOPxy6ZJPIVmMO9x--p_cNM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nRX0AwaAJYLwFnj5KhHhgOPxy6ZJPIVmMO9x--p_cNM/edit?usp=sharing
https://duvalschoolsorg.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/0751-2017/00001450/EZSjkQL1IvdAtjof9pIJpzgBwkWzK1pZTgQfmgM2jnceIQ
https://duvalschoolsorg.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/0751-2017/00001450/EZSjkQL1IvdAtjof9pIJpzgBwkWzK1pZTgQfmgM2jnceIQ
https://duvalschoolsorg.sharepoint.com/Sites/0751-2017/00001450/Shared%20Documents/French%202%20%20Summer%20Assignments%20to%20prepare%20for%202018.docx?d=w2942203a489843b996e269095ede41ec
https://duvalschoolsorg.sharepoint.com/Sites/0751-2017/00001450/Shared%20Documents/French%202%20%20Summer%20Assignments%20to%20prepare%20for%202018.docx?d=w2942203a489843b996e269095ede41ec
https://duvalschoolsorg.sharepoint.com/Sites/0751-2017/00001450/Shared%20Documents/French%202%20%20Summer%20Assignments%20to%20prepare%20for%202018.docx?d=w2942203a489843b996e269095ede41ec
https://duvalschoolsorg.sharepoint.com/Sites/0751-2017/00001450/Shared%20Documents/French%203%20%20Summer%20French%20Assignments%20to%20prepare%20for%20the%202018.docx?d=w9bd3a05fddd0483586f3ae913f91027a
https://duvalschoolsorg.sharepoint.com/Sites/0751-2017/00001450/Shared%20Documents/French%203%20%20Summer%20French%20Assignments%20to%20prepare%20for%20the%202018.docx?d=w9bd3a05fddd0483586f3ae913f91027a
https://duvalschoolsorg.sharepoint.com/Sites/0751-2017/00001450/Shared%20Documents/French%203%20%20Summer%20French%20Assignments%20to%20prepare%20for%20the%202018.docx?d=w9bd3a05fddd0483586f3ae913f91027a


 

 

IB Prep English II Summer Reading Assignment 

 

For school year 2018/2019, IB Prep English II sophomores are to read Slaughterhouse-Five by Kurt 

Vonnegut. In addition to reading the text, students are to annotate the text and respond to the 

questions below. The typed (12 pt., Times New Roman), printed responses will be due on the first 

day of class and will be graded. 

Each response should be a well-developed paragraph, with supporting text evidence correctly 

cited in MLA format. Responses should show that the student has closely read the text and reflect deeper insights about 

the text. The summer reading will play a major role in the first weeks of school and will be referenced as we study our 

Quarter 1 text. 

Please answer the following questions after reading Slaughterhouse-Five: 

1. Who are the protagonists of the story? What are the conflicts? Are they physical, intellectual, moral, or 

emotional? Decide whether the main conflict is between sharply differentiated good and evil, or is more subtle 

and complex.  How is the conflict developed? 

2. Does the plot have unity? Discuss how the episodes are relevant to the total meaning or effect of the story? 

Does each incident grow logically out of the preceding incident and lead naturally to the next? How would you 

describe the ending’s impact on the reader? 

3. Does the story have a theme? What is it? Does the theme reinforce or oppose popular notions of life? Does it 

furnish a new insight or refresh or deepen an old one? Explain your reasoning. 

4. What point of view does the story use? Is it consistent in its use of this point of view? Whether consistent or 

otherwise, how is the point of view justified? 

5. What symbols does the author use? How do the symbols carry or reinforce the meaning of the story? 

6. How does the author incorporate fantasy? Is the fantasy employed to express some human truth? What truth? 

7. The story employs humor; is the humor present merely for its own sake or does it contribute to the overall 

meaning? How does it do so? 
  

Criteria for Successful Annotation 
 

Why Annotate? 

 Annotate any text that you must know well, in detail, and from which you might need to produce evidence 
that supports your knowledge or reading, such as a book on which you will be tested. 

 Don't assume that you must annotate when you read for pleasure; if you're relaxing with a book, well, 
relax. Still, some people—let's call them "not-abnormal"—actually annotate for pleasure(!). 

Don't annotate other people's property, which is almost always selfish, often destructive, rude, and possibly 
illegal. For a book that doesn't belong to you, use adhesive notes for your comments, removing them before you return 
the text. 

Tools: Highlighter, Pencil, and Your Own Text 

1. Yellow Highlighter 
A yellow highlighter allows you to mark exactly what you are interested in. Equally important, the yellow line emphasizes  

without interfering. While you read, highlight whatever seems to be key information. At first, you will probably highlight too 
little or too much; with experience, you will choose more effectively which material to highlight. 
 



2. Pencil 
A pencil is better than a pen because you can make changes. Even geniuses make mistakes, temporary comments, and 
incomplete notes. While you read, use marginalia—marginal notes—to mark key material. Marginalia can include check 
marks, question marks, stars, arrows, brackets, and written words and phrases. Create your own system for marking what 
is important, interesting, quotable, questionable, and so forth. 

Guidelines for Annotation: 

Inside Front Cover: Major character list with small space for character summary and for page references for key scenes 
or moments of character development, etc. 

Inside Back Cover: Build a list of themes, allusions, images, motifs, key scenes, plot line, epiphanies, etc. as you read. 
Add page references and/or notes as well as you read. Make a list of vocabulary words on a back page or the inside 
back cover, if there’s still room. Possible ideas for lists include the author's special jargon and new, unknown, or 
otherwise interesting words.  

Beginning/End of Each Chapter: Provide a quick summary of what happens in the chapter. Title each chapter or section 
as soon as you finish it, especially if the text does not provide headings for chapters or sections. 

Top margins: provide plot notes—a quick few words or phrases that summarize what happens here. Go back after a 
chapter, scene, or assignment and then mark it carefully. (Useful for quick location of passages in discussion and for 
writing assignments). 

Bottom and Side Page Margins: Interpretive notes (see list below), questions, and/or remarks that refer to meaning of 
the page. Markings or notes to tie in with notes on the inside back cover. 

Interpretive Notes and Symbols to be used are: 

• Underline or highlight key words, phrases, or sentences that are important to understanding the work. 
• Write questions or comments in the margins—your thoughts or “conversation” with the text. 
• Bracket important ideas or passages (so that you don’t have to highlight/underline long sections of text). 
• Connect ideas with lines or arrows. 
• Use a star, asterisk, or other consistent symbol in the margin to emphasize the most important statements in 

the book. 
• Use ??? for sections or ideas you don’t understand. 
• Circle words you don’t know. Define them/include a synonym to help you understand. 
• Use !!! when you come across something new, interesting, or surprising. 
• And other literary devices (see below). 

Literary Device Annotations: 

• Use an S for Symbols: A symbol is a literal thing that also stands for something else, like a flag, or a cross, or 
fire. Symbols help to discover new layers of meaning. 

• Use an I for Imagery: Imagery includes words that appeal to one or more of the five senses. Close attention to 
imagery is important in understanding an author’s message and attitude toward a subject. Be sure to denote what 
type of imagery is being conveyed (e.g. visual, aural, touch, taste, etc.). 

• Use an F for Figurative Language: Figurative language includes things like similes, metaphors, and 
personification. Figurative language often reveals deeper layers of meaning. 

• Use a T for Tone: Tone is the overall mood of a piece of literature. Tone can carry as much meaning to the story 
as the plot does. 

• Use a Th – Theme: In literature, a theme is a broad idea in a story, or a message or lesson conveyed by a work. 
This message is usually about life, society or human nature. Themes explore timeless and universal ideas. Most 
themes are implied rather than explicitly stated. 

• Plot elements (setting, mood, conflict, etc.) 
• Diction (effective or unusual word choice). If an author makes a choice with their words and that choice helps 
convey connotative meaning (meaning beyond the literal, e.g. “scurried” instead of “ran”), it’s useful to annotate. 

3. Your Own Text 
As you mark, you begin to notice patterns the author has or where he or she deviates from a pattern and much of the 
work of a critical or analytical reader is noticing these patterns and variations. Notice that annotations are meant to be 
more than a “scavenger hunt” for literary techniques and rhetorical devices. Along with marking these you should 
comment on the effectiveness or significance of the device. It’s great if you can detect alliteration in a passage, but that in 
and of itself is useless unless you can tell that this alliteration demonstrates the mental breakdown of the character, for 
example. It’s amazing if you recognize the hubris of a character, but how does this instance differ from those occurring 
previously in the novel? Ultimately, literary analysis focuses on author’s intent/purpose as well as the story. 

 
 

Adapted from “An Annotation Guide: How and Why to Annotate a Book” by Nick Otten, and an AP annotation guide by Christina 
Baulch. 



 
 

English II Honors 

Summer Reading Assignment 

 

For school year 2018/2019, English II Honors sophomores are to read Animal Farm by George 

Orwell. In addition to reading the text, students are to answer all of the questions below. The 

typed (12 pt., Times New Roman), printed responses will be due on the first day of class and 

will be graded.  

Each response should be a well-developed paragraph, with supporting text evidence correctly cited in MLA format. 

Responses should show that the student has closely read the text and reflect deeper insights about the text. 

1. Who are the protagonists of the story? What are the conflicts? Are they physical, intellectual, moral, or 

emotional? Decide whether the main conflict is between sharply differentiated good and evil, or is more subtle 

and complex.  How is the conflict developed? 

2. Does the plot have unity? Discuss how the episodes are relevant to the total meaning or effect of the story? 

Does each incident grow logically out of the preceding incident and lead naturally to the next? How would you 

describe the ending’s impact on the reader? 

3. What means does the author use to reveal character? Are the characters sufficiently dramatized? What use is 

made of character contrasts? 

4. Does the story have a theme? What is it? Does the theme reinforce or oppose popular notions of life? Does it 

furnish a new insight or refresh or deepen an old one? Explain your reasoning. 

5. How does the author incorporate fantasy? Is the fantasy employed to express some human truth? What truth? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Paxon School for Advanced Studies 

11th/12th Grade Summer 2018 Assignments 
 

English Language Arts 

Grade Level Book Title Author ISBN 

AP Lang (11th) Invisible Man Ralph Ellison 978-0-67960139-5 

IB 11th 

Review CAS Handbook 
(located on Paxon IB site) 

Wuthering Heights 
(TOK) Man’s Search for 

Meaning 

Emily Bronte 
Viktor Frankl 

 

0-14-143955-6 (Penquin) 
9780807014295 

*AP Lit (12th) 
(Complete assignments as 
instructed in the attached 
documents. Assignments 

due the first day of class) 

**Get It Together for College 
 

College Board 9781457309267 

*IB 12th 
(Complete assignments as 
instructed in the attached 
documents. Assignments 
due the first day of class) 

The Stranger 
(TOK) Tuesdays with Morrie 

**Get It Together for College 
 

Albert Camus 

Mitch Albom 
College Board 

9780679720201 

9780767905923 
9781457309267 

World Languages 

IB Spanish 3 Book Title: Cajas  de Cartón por Francisco Jiménez 

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT: Students must complete the study guide provided in class by Sra. 

Sternberg.  You can also access the study guide in this link: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l5Pa4k3XRzKL07taC8nnr5fYlIjTYCw1IaEUGOci9wM/edi

t?usp=sharing DUE: FIRST DAY OF CLASS, AUGUST 2018 * Book must be read in Spanish. 

Pre- AP French 
3/IB French 3 

Je m’attends avec impatience qu’on se retrouve! 
Click on the link below to view your highly recommended summer assignments.  Work out, get 

buff!!!  They are due the first week of class. 
https://duvalschoolsorg.sharepoint.com/Sites/0751-
2017/00001450/Shared%20Documents/French%203%20%20Summer%20French%20Assignme
nts%20to%20prepare%20for%20the%202018.docx?d=w9bd3a05fddd0483586f3ae913f91027a 

IB Spanish IV/V/VI Book Title: El Coronel No Tiene Quien Le Escriba* por Gabriel García Márquez • ISBN-10: 
0307475441 
WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT: Compose your OWN letter FROM the Coronel TO the government 
expressing opinions regarding the long-awaited pension. Be sure to justify your reasons for why 
the government should grant his request.  250 - 400 words. DUE: FIRST DAY OF CLASS, 

AUGUST 2018 * Book must be read in Spanish. 

AP Spanish Complete the package.  Click here to open: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aawjP-

03FOP_tOrTx5VvwDyIl6fNNQ_uiUTzx4s0fY8/edit?usp=sharing  DUE: FIRST DAY OF CLASS, 

AUGUST 2018 

AP French/IB 
French IV/V/VI 

Travaillons comme des champions! Click on the link below to view your required summer 
assignments.   They are due the first day of class.   

https://duvalschoolsorg.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/0751-2017/2017-0751-0701840-06-FYMP-2148-
00001450/Ec8-xzwvWO5LtL-kIKsw9G4BuC9gG-CWSTL6dj143Qb81w 

Social Studies 

AP US History (All Juniors) All Juniors will have a quiz on US geography (states, 
capitals, major geographic features) on the first day of 
class. Link to assignment: 
http://bit.ly/paxonapushsummer  

IB Contemporary History Map/event/leaders quiz on the first day of class.  Link to 
the assignment is http://bit.ly/paxchibsummer  

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l5Pa4k3XRzKL07taC8nnr5fYlIjTYCw1IaEUGOci9wM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l5Pa4k3XRzKL07taC8nnr5fYlIjTYCw1IaEUGOci9wM/edit?usp=sharing
https://duvalschoolsorg.sharepoint.com/Sites/0751-2017/00001450/Shared%20Documents/French%203%20%20Summer%20French%20Assignments%20to%20prepare%20for%20the%202018.docx?d=w9bd3a05fddd0483586f3ae913f91027a
https://duvalschoolsorg.sharepoint.com/Sites/0751-2017/00001450/Shared%20Documents/French%203%20%20Summer%20French%20Assignments%20to%20prepare%20for%20the%202018.docx?d=w9bd3a05fddd0483586f3ae913f91027a
https://duvalschoolsorg.sharepoint.com/Sites/0751-2017/00001450/Shared%20Documents/French%203%20%20Summer%20French%20Assignments%20to%20prepare%20for%20the%202018.docx?d=w9bd3a05fddd0483586f3ae913f91027a
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aawjP-03FOP_tOrTx5VvwDyIl6fNNQ_uiUTzx4s0fY8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aawjP-03FOP_tOrTx5VvwDyIl6fNNQ_uiUTzx4s0fY8/edit?usp=sharing
https://duvalschoolsorg.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/0751-2017/2017-0751-0701840-06-FYMP-2148-00001450/Ec8-xzwvWO5LtL-kIKsw9G4BuC9gG-CWSTL6dj143Qb81w
https://duvalschoolsorg.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/0751-2017/2017-0751-0701840-06-FYMP-2148-00001450/Ec8-xzwvWO5LtL-kIKsw9G4BuC9gG-CWSTL6dj143Qb81w
http://bit.ly/paxonapushsummer
http://bit.ly/paxchibsummer


Summer Reading 2018 

Grade 12 – AP Literature and Composition 

 

The following requirements are in connection with the text you have purchased: Get It Together for College 

published by the College Board, IBSN-13: 978-1-4573-0926-7.  These activities are due THE FIRST DAY OF 

ENGLISH CLASS, August 13 OR August 14, 2018. 

 

1. Complete the checklists on pages 78 and 79. 

 

2. Complete pages 80 and 81 with a limit of your top 5 colleges 

 

3. Each 12th grade student is to select ONE text from the FICTION section, pages 38-39, and read the 

entire text.   An AP Open Ended Essay will be the assessment of the text.  This essay will be given the 

second day of English class.  Please review the attached rubric for clarity of what assessors look for in 

an AP Lit essay.   

 

4. Write your academic resume.   See sample format below to ensure all elements of the resume are 

included.  One hard copy of this is due the first day of English class. A second copy is required to be 

uploaded to your guidance counselor at this address: http://paxonguidance.weebly.com/letters-of-

recommendation.html.  This is due to your counselor the first day of class.  Counselors will verify 

students who have completed their forms on time. 

 

5. Review all literary terms through grade 11, using this site:   

https://quizlet.com/211696851/PaxonSAS-9-11-terms-flash-cards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://paxonguidance.weebly.com/letters-of-recommendation.html
http://paxonguidance.weebly.com/letters-of-recommendation.html
https://quizlet.com/211696851/PaxonSAS-9-11-terms-flash-cards


 

 

SAMPLE ACADEMIC RESUME 

Student Name 

Home Mailing Address  

City, State   Zip code 

(area code) Phone number  

School email address 

 

Academics: 

   Name of school (Paxon School for Advanced Studies)   

   List all AP courses taken or currently taking  

   SAT/ACT scores 

   Projected graduation date 

 

 

Volunteer Work/Community Service:     

   (List beginning with most current ending with least current) 

 

 

Work Experience: 

   (List beginning with most current ending with least current) 

   Position, duties, hours per week, start date to end date 

 

 

Clubs/Extra Curricular Activities: 

   (List beginning with most current ending with least current) 

   Club/activity/sport – position – year(s) 

 

 

Awards: 

   (List beginning with most current ending with least current) 

   Lists academic awards first, then athletic or other awards  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

AP English Literature and Composition 
Rubric for Essay 

 

The score reflects the quality of the essay as a whole – its content, its style, its mechanics.  Students are rewarded for 

what they do well.  The score for an exceptionally well-written essay may be raised by 1 point above the otherwise 

appropriate score. In no case may a poorly written essay be scored higher than a 3.   

9–8  These essays offer a well-focused and persuasive analysis of how a symbol functions to reveal characters or 
themes in a novel or play. Using apt and specific textual support, the essays fully explore the symbol and its 
significance. Although not without flaws, these essays make a strong case for their interpretation and discuss the 
literary work with insight and understanding. Generally, essays scored a 9 reveal more sophisticated analysis and 
more effective control of language than do essays scored an 8.  

    

7–6       These essays offer a reasonable analysis of how a symbol functions to reveal characters or themes  
in a novel or play. The essays explore the symbol and demonstrate its significance. While the responses show 
insight and understanding, their analysis is less thorough, less perceptive, and/or less specific in supporting 
detail than that of the essays in the 9–8 range. Generally, essays scored a 7 present better-developed analysis 
and more consistent command of the elements of effective composition than do essays scored a 6.  

  

5  These essays respond to the assigned task with a plausible reading, but they tend to be superficial or 
underdeveloped in analysis. They often rely upon plot summary that contains some analysis, implicit or explicit. 
Although students attempt to discuss the symbol’s significance and how it functions to reveal characters or 
themes, they may demonstrate a rather simplistic understanding of the work. Typically, these essays reveal 
unsophisticated thinking and development. They demonstrate adequate control of language but may lack 
effective organization and be marred by surface errors.   

  

4–3       These lower-half essays offer a less than thorough understanding of the task or a less than  
adequate treatment of it. They reflect an incomplete or oversimplified understanding of the work, or they may 
fail to establish the relationship between the symbol and the work’s characters or themes. The essays may not 
address or develop the symbol’s significance, or they may rely on plot summary alone. Their assertions may be 
unsupported or even irrelevant. Sometimes wordy or repetitious, these essays may lack control over the 
elements of college-level composition. Essays scored a 3 may reflect serious misreading and demonstrate 
incompetent writing.   

  

2–1       Although these essays make some attempt to respond to the prompt, they compound the  
weaknesses of essays in the 4–3 range. Often, they are unacceptably brief or are incoherent in presenting their 
ideas. They may be poorly written on several counts and contain distracting errors in grammar and mechanics. 
Remarks are presented with little clarity, organization, or supporting evidence. Particularly incompetent and/or 
incoherent essays are scored a 1.  

  

0           These essays do no more than make a reference to the task.  
  

—         These essays are either left blank or are completely off topic.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Summer Reading 2018 

IB English IV – Seniors 

 

Novel requirement: The Stranger by Albert Camus ISBN 978-0-679-72020-1.  Assessment on novel will be the 

first day of class.  Learn and apply these definitions for better understanding of the novel: 

Existentialism:  as used in this context, is a philosophy that emphasizes both the uniqueness of each 

individual’s experience and his isolation in an indifferent universe.  Because the events in human existence 

cannot be explained, one has freedom of choice and complete responsibility for his actions.  Experience 

precedes essence; the significant fact is that we and things in general exist, but these things have no meaning 

for us except as we can create meaning through acting upon them.  Descartes states, “I think; therefore I 

exist.” 

The Absurd:  as used in this context, is that modern human beings exist in a universe where they are cut off 

from their original religious and metaphysical roots and live in meaningless isolation in an alien world.  Human 

beings move from the nothingness from which they came to the nothingness in which they will end through 

an existence marked by anguish and irrationality.  They live in a world where there is no way to establish a 

significant relationship between themselves and their environment. 

Definitions cited from:  A Handbook to Literature; C. Hugh Holman; Bobbs-Merrill Educational Publishing,  

1980.  Pages 3 and 177. 

 

 

The following requirements are in connection with the text: Get It Together for College published by the 

College Board, IBSN-13: 978-1-4573-0926-7.  These activities are due THE FIRST DAY OF ENGLISH CLASS, 

August 13 OR August 14, 2018. 

 

1. Complete the checklists on pages 78 and 79. 

 

2. Complete pages 80 and 81 with a limit of your top 5 colleges 

 

3. Write your academic resume.   See sample format on back of this sheet.  One hard copy of this is due the 

first day of English class. A second copy is required to be uploaded to your guidance counselor at this 

address: http://paxonguidance.weebly.com/letters-of-recommendation.html.  This is due the first day of 

class.  Counselors will verify students who have completed this on time. 

 

4. Review all literary terms using this site:   

https://quizlet.com/211696851/PaxonSAS-9-12-terms-flash-cards 

 

http://paxonguidance.weebly.com/letters-of-recommendation.html
https://quizlet.com/211696851/PaxonSAS-9-12-terms-flash-cards


 

 

SAMPLE 

Student Academic Resume 

 

 

Student Name 

Home Mailing Address 

City, State   Zip code 

Phone number with area code 

Email address 

 

Academics: 

   Name of school (Paxon School for Advanced Studies)   

   List all AP/IB courses taken or currently taking  

   SAT/ACT scores 

   Projected graduation date 

 

 

Volunteer Work/Community Service:     

   (List beginning with most current ending with least current) 

 

 

Work Experience: 

   (List beginning with most current ending with least current) 

   Position, duties, hours per week, start date to end date 

 

 

Clubs/Extra Curricular Activities: 

   (List beginning with most current ending with least current) 

   Club/activity/sport – position – year(s) 

 

 

Awards: 

   (List beginning with most current ending with least current) 

   Lists academic awards first, then athletic or other awards  

 

 

 


